
SUMMON NIGHT EX-THESIS YOAKE NO TSUBASA

Summon Night Ex-These: Yoake no Tsubasa is a spin-off in the Summon Night franchise. It was the series first attempt
at an Action RPG. It was released for.

Now, return to Alespa Street. Anyway, go down and head to the west. Jump around like you did with Yuzuki,
and you should beat her with ease. Lastly, people from Cheatcc. Head toward and enter "White Night" HQ for
scenes. After, here comes the confusing parts of the forest. But you can take the lower right path to move on.
You will obtain the Holy Water Of Life. If you don't like my style that much, refrain from reading my stuff.
From that area, go down south once. Hit the blue one then the red one, get the item box and move on. Speak
with Flazen by the entrance of the town. Within the factory, change to Leonus and have him to summon out
Elekimedes on the central object. After, go along the paths within Putrid Altar. This logic also applies to the
tactics series and become intuitive for those experienced with the past titles. You have a choice. There is a
teleporter at NE and a path to north. Continue to the right and eventually, you will get to a sign. They go on a
journey to look for the mysterious Nova , who might know something about their past. For other genre games,
unless the previous games in the series often have English related, otherwise, probably not. Go west for an
Item Box then go south. This time, it's against that Fake Kisana. Afterward, go right to continue to the next
part. There are Item Boxes here, so besure to get them. Clear the 6 flower buds to the right and left, then take
out those two large flowers to the left and right. Anyway, Exena is pretty easy here if you can avoid well.
Besure to save your game before the factory. Besure to explore around and you would probably get the last
katakana for the new summon, Elekimedes.


